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Multi-Scale and Multi-Scope Convolutional Neural
Networks for Destination Prediction
of Trajectories
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Abstract— Precise destination prediction from partial trajectories have a huge potential impact on intelligent locationbased approaches. Traditional prediction approaches, which treat
trajectories as one-dimensional sequences and process them in a
single scale, fail to capture diverse and rich two-dimensional
patterns of trajectories in different spatial scales. Meanwhile,
most models treat each portion of a trajectory equally in terms of
contributing to final destination prediction. This is in conflict with
our observation that there exists some albeit small local areas
playing much more important roles for destination prediction
than the others. To address these problems, we propose a
novel prediction algorithm T-CONV, which models trajectories as
two-dimensional images, and then feed them into a convolutional
neural network (CNN) architecture to extract multi-scale patterns
for precise destination prediction. Furthermore, we propose a
method to extract regions with different relevance for final output
of T-CONV, and further explore the local patterns of important
regions by integrating multi-scope local-enhancement areas based
on attention mechanism. The comprehensive experiments based
on two large-scale real taxi trajectory datasets show that T-CONV
can achieve higher accuracy than the state-of-the-art methods,
demonstrating the strength of the multi-scale and multi-scope
feature extraction mechanisms in trajectory mining.
Index Terms— Trajectory, multi-scale, convolutional neural
network (CNN).

I. I NTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS, taxi has become one of the major transportation tools. Ubiquitous mobile GPS devices are
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Fig. 1. A usage scenario of the destination prediction problem: pushing
advertisement to a running taxi based on its predicted destination. m 1 : the
running taxi reports its trajectory to the advertisement company. m 2 : the
company predicts that the destination of the taxi is close to a shopping
mall based on the historical trajectory database. m 3 : the company queries
the advertisement database for the ads content related to the destination. m 4 :
the company pushes the ads to the TV terminal installed in the taxi.

widely installed in most taxis to support their daily dispatching
operations. These devices allow to collect annotated trajectories in a near real-time fashion. Destination prediction of
running taxis based on their trajectories can benefit a lot of
location based approaches, such as recommending sightseeing
places for passengers, accurate ad based on destinations,
optimizing taxi scheduling, and forecast traffic conditions.
Fig. 1 shows an illustrative example on how to use destination
prediction, in which a mobile TV installed in a running taxi
reports its location to an advertisement company at fixed time
intervals. Based on the vehicle trajectory and the knowledge
learned from other historical traits, it is possible to predict
that the destination of this trip is likely to be close to a
shopping mall. Such information allows to push targeted
ads (e.g.: discount information of the products currently on
sale at the mall) to the mobile TV in real-time. Naturally,
the precision of such trajectory-based destination prediction is
key for successful applications.
As the most recent event on this prediction problem,
the ECML-PKDD competition [1] was set up to predict
destinations of taxi trajectories in Porto, Portugal. The winning
team [2] adopted some neural network architectures for this
task - namely, multi-layer perceptron and a recurrent neural
network. Meanwhile, some recently proposed models [3]–[5]
predict destination by using Markov models to match query
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trajectories with historical records, or cluster moving objects
according to their trajectories and make prediction according
to the mobility patterns of similar objects [6].
Most existing works model trajectories as sequences of
spatio-temporal points or road segments, and process them
in a single spatial scale. This kind of one-dimensional data
structure is inadequate to explicitly reveal two-dimensional
spatial features of trajectories, e.g. crossings, corners, and
windings, which are highly related to the structure of road
networks and, therefore, very useful for understanding both
the state and destination of taxi trajectories. Furthermore,
we observe that trajectories usually have distinct multi-scale
properties: in a micro scale, a trajectory can be observed with
precise positions on road networks. However, in this scale the
side-effect of noise has great impact and it is hard to discover
global trend in a large spatial scope. In contrast, in a macro
scale, the global trend of a trajectory can be easily revealed,
whist its resolution is relatively low and many details are lost
to support accurate prediction. Intuitively, combining multiscale patterns may help capture the motion features more
precisely and completely for better prediction. However, most
existing works typically discretize the space into a single
scale (e.g.: equally-sized grids) before performing any learning
tasks, thus ignoring such fine-granular patterns.
Another limitation of related work on this topic is to
treat each portion of input trajectory equally. Empirically,
we hereby denote that there are some local areas playing much
more important roles for destination prediction than the others.
Such phenomenon is consistent with the attention mechanism
of animals’ visual perception [7], which usually focuses on
a small portion of visual input rather than the entire picture
for pattern recognition. How to select optimized scopes of
local perceptive fields and calculate the dependency between
local features and final prediction is a fundamental problem
requiring much further research.
In this paper, we propose a novel prediction algorithm,
T-CONV, which models trajectories as two-dimensional
images, and applies an attention mechanism based multiscope convolutional neural networks model to integrate with
multiple scopes of local enhancement areas for better mining
of trajectory patterns. Comprehensive experiments based on
real data [1] [8] show that our model can achieve better
precision than state-of-the-art algorithms.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• For accurate prediction, we model trajectories as
two-dimensional images and propose attention based
multi-scope convolutional neural networks to combine
multi-scale localized two-dimensional trajectory features.
Compared with traditional one-dimensional trajectory
models, T-CONV is more explicit and efficient to capture
two-dimensional local patterns in different spatial scales
and scopes.
• Totally different from the traditional CNN models which
convolve the whole input image, we propose an attention
mechanism based model to integrate with multi-scope
local enhancement areas to explore important areas in
a trajectory image, which can intelligently select optimal
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scopes of local areas automatically based on local spatial
context of traffic flows. This not only can reduce the
sparsity problem in trajectory datasets, but also may
greatly improve prediction accuracy.
• To visualize the multi-scale patterns captured by T-CONV,
the gradient distribution of features is analyzed, and
the results show that T-CONV can learn small-scale
trajectory patterns effectively in its lower convolutional
layers, the latter can then be combined into large-scale
patterns in higher layers. The visualization also reveals
that the portions close to the start and end locations of
an input trajectory have distinct impact on the prediction
of ultimate destination.
• Comprehensive experiments are conducted based on
real trajectory data, and the results show that T-CONV
can achieve better accuracy than state-of-the-art
methods.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
Section II reviews some related works. Section III provides
problem analysis. Section IV introduces the detailed implementation of T-CONV. Section V reports the experimental
results to validate T-CONV. Section VI concludes this paper
and offers some future research directions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we introduce and review some research
works related to trajectory prediction.
Most existing research works model a trajectory as a
one-dimensional spatio-temporal sequence and predict the destination by matching it with historical trajectories. Specifically,
[9]–[11] represent a map as a two-dimensional grid in a unified
and fixed spatial scale, and all spatial points in one cell are
considered as one location identified by the id of the cell.
In this way, each trajectory can be modeled as a sequence
of cell ids. These algorithms apply the Bayesian inference
method to measure the probability of a given destination
conditioned on an observed partial trajectory according to the
statistics from historical records. However, in real deployment,
the sparsity problem of trajectories often makes it hard to
find the historical trajectories exactly matching the query one.
Simply adopting Bayesian inference as [9]–[11] may return
zero probability for all candidate destinations most of the
time. To solve this problem, [3] and [4] decompose trajectories
into sub-trajectories connecting two adjacent locations, and
adopt first-order Markov model to infer the probability of all
candidate destinations. Reference [5] extends the model by
considering the difference between destinations and passingby locations via adopting an absorbing Markov chain model.
Reference [12] utilizes road information and matches trajectories on road networks. Reference [13] models a personal
trajectory as a sequence of cells in a grid, and organizes
movement patterns in a tree to support prediction.
To overcome the sparsity problem, clustering algorithms are
commonly used to extract meaningful basic units in trajectories. Reference [6] clusters moving objects according to their
trajectories and makes prediction using the mobility patterns of
similar objects. Reference [14] clusters historical trajectories
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and uses the Gaussian mixture model to represent the distribution of spatial points in a trajectory cluster. Each query
trajectory is assigned to multiple clusters, and its predicted
destination is the mean of the trajectory destinations in these
clusters. Reference [15] uses clustering algorithms to extract
some important spatial points, named the support points,
which are close to crossroads on trajectories, an HMM based
algorithm is adopted to establish the relationship between
support points and destinations. Reference [16] proposes a
variant of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm to obtain stay
points, and applies the variable order Markov Model to predict
next locations of personal trajectories.
More recently, neural network based prediction algorithms
are receiving much attentions. One such algorithm [2] actually
won the championship of the ECML-PKDD competition [1].
As reported, [2] considers the first k points from the start
and the last k points close to the end of a query trajectory,
and feeds these spatial points into neural networks to perform
prediction. Furthermore, a lot of neural networks are tested
in this research, including the normal multi-layer perception, LSTM [17] based RNN (recurrent neural network) and
bi-directional RNN. Experiments based on a large dataset
show that the bi-directional RNN outperforms the others.
Most of the above mentioned studies extract the features
of trajectories in only one specific spatial scale. In particular,
in the grid based algorithms [3], [9]–[11], the scale is determined by the density of grids, which is usually predefined
and unified in the systems. The clustering based algorithms
[6], [14]–[16] cluster the spatial points and trajectories through
their spatial distribution, and perform destination prediction
based on the clusters which form a specific kind of spatial
scale and remain unchanged during the prediction. On the
other hand, in the neural network based models such as [2],
trajectories are processed in the finest granularity, and prediction is conducted based on the spatial points, each of which
is represented as a tuple of latitude and longitude.
In our prior version of short conference paper [18], we are
the first to propose the 2-dimensional image based trajectory
model, T-CONV, which applies a simple CNN model over
the whole input trajectory. The latest research [19] follows
this idea to process the grid covering the whole trajectory and
does further filtering in frequency domain to reduce noise.
Different from above research, we further extend the T-CONV
model in this paper by integrating with the attention based
multi-scope mechanism to intelligently explore the important
local regions, and achieve much higher prediction precision
than both [18] and [19].
III. P ROBLEM A NALYSIS
A. Problem Definition
This paper focuses on how to predict the destination of a
running taxi carrying passengers, according to its historical
trajectory. Formally, given a taxi Ti , its j -th trajectory ζi, j is
usually formatted as a sequence of GPS locations which are
collected from a GPS service at fixed time intervals:
ζi, j = δi, j,1 , δi, j,2 , . . . , δi, j,Ni, j .

(1)

Fig. 2.
Trajectories in different spatial scales. (a) Original trajectory.
(b-d) Trajectories showed in the grids of different spatial scale.

Here Ni, j is the length of the trajectory. δi, j,k (1 ≤ k ≤ Ni, j )
indicates a GPS location, and it is defined as a tuple of
longitude and latitude:
δi, j,k = (i, j,k , ϒi, j,k )

(2)

where i, j,k is the latitude and ϒi, j,k is the longitude. The first
location δi, j,1 in a trajectory indicates the location to pick up
passengers, and the last location δi, j,Ni, j is the newest location
of the running taxi. The prediction problem can be defined
formally as: given any trajectory ζi, j of a running taxi Ti with
passengers, we need to predict its ultimate destination to drop
off passengers.
B. Multi-Scale Properties of Trajectories
To display trajectories on a map, a two-dimensional image
can be obtained as shown in Fig. 2(a). Similar to other
two-dimensional spatial data such as weather and traffic
data, trajectories also have significant multi-scale properties:
in different spatial scales, trajectories can exhibit different
two-dimensional patterns. Fig. 2 shows a typical example of
taxi trajectories in different scales. The dash line represents
the trajectory of a running taxi starting from the location ’O’.
Other trajectories in the figures are historical trajectories in
the training set. Fig. 2(a) shows the original trajectories in the
highest resolution. When processing trajectories in different
scales, the grid is a commonly used tool to divide the map
and combine the spatial points belonging to the same cell into
one indivisible unit. Fig. 2(b) shows the micro spatial scale
with a dense grid, in which trajectories are recorded with fine
granularity. In this scale, most details of the motion patterns
are displayed and the overlapping degree of trajectories is low,
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which yields the sparsity problem when performing trajectory
matching. As shown in Fig. 2(c), if we divide the map into a
sparser grid, we can illustrate the trajectories in a larger spatial
scale. In this scale, the overlapping of trajectories increases
and the global trend of moving objects is easier to be captured.
Fig. 2(c) shows clearly that the trajectories are grouped into
two clusters, and the destination of the taxi looks like to be
’x’ with high probability. Fig. 2(d) shows the macro spatial
scale, in which the global trend of trajectories is distinct and
all trajectories overlap, but no details about local difference
preserved, which may nevertheless be important for accurate
prediction.
In a nutshell, trajectories in small scales show micro local
spatial patterns like corners, curves and crossings, but cause
the sparsity problem. On the other hand, in macro scales, they
show global trend clearly, but are difficult to show important
local changes. To capture both the micro and macro spatial
patterns for more accurate prediction, a proper combination of
the trajectory patterns in multiple scales may therefore perform
better than the existing single scale based methods.
C. Attention Mechanism
Recently, the attention mechanism has been largely studied
and deployed in the field of Neuroscience and Computational
Neuroscience [7], [20], which points out that many animals
focus on specific parts of their visual inputs instead of whole
pictures to perform pattern recognition. This motivates some
recently proposed deep learning models [21] to design the
attention mechanism, which selects the most important local
portions of input information to compute responses, rather than
using all information. In this way, the models can filter out
irrelevant portions much more efficiently and produce better
classification results.
In this paper, we propose a similar mechanism to extract
local enhancement areas in a two-dimensional trajectory
image. Furthermore, we also propose a multi-scope architecture to combine various scopes of local enhancement areas,
and decide the optimized weights of different scopes according
to the local distributions of traffic flows.
IV. T RAJECTORY M ODELING AND P REDICTION
A. Image Based Modeling of Trajectory
In order to extract the multi-scale two-dimensional
spatial patterns explicitly, we model trajectories as twodimensional images(maps) instead of traditional onedimensional sequences as in [2]–[6].
Firstly, we divide a map into an M ∗ M grid evenly as
in Fig.2(b), where M is a predefined constant representing
the resolution of the map. We use Cm,n (1 ≤ m, n ≤ M) to
denote the cell in row m and column n of the grid. Each
GPS point δi, j,k = i, j,k , ϒi, j,k  can be mapped to a cell
C x,y according to its latitude and longitude. The mapping
relationship is denoted as:
δi, j,k  C x,y .

(3)

In this way, given a trajectory ζi, j , we can achieve a
two-dimensional M ∗ M image Ii, j , where the value of the
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TABLE I
H YPER PARAMETERS OF THE CNN

pixel Ii, j (m, n)(1 ≤ m, n ≤ M) is defined as:
Ii, j (m, n)

f (δi, j,k ) if ∃δi, j,k (δi, j,k ∈ ζi, j ∧ δi, j,k  Cm,n )
=
0
otherwise

(4)

The image Ii, j is called the trajectory image of ζi, j hereon.
Note that the function f (δi, j,k ) is to return a non-negative
value for the GPS point δi, j,k to indicate its location
information.
B. Prediction Based on CNN
Inspired by the successful applications of CNN based algorithms [22], [23], which enable extracting multi-scale features
from pixel-level raw data of images, we propose a CNN based
model, T-CONV, to capture multi-scale spatial patterns from
trajectory images and combine them for destination prediction.
The model is shown in Fig. 3. Given a query trajectory
ζi, j , it is transformed into an M ∗ M trajectory image Ii, j
as the input to the model. The value of each pixel Ii, j (m, n)
(1 ≤ m, n ≤ M) is defined as:
Ii, j (m, n)
⎧
⎪
⎨0
= 1
⎪
⎩
0.5

if δi, j,k (δi, j,k ∈ ζi, j ∧ δi, j,k  Cm,n )
if δi, j,Ni, j  Cm,n
otherwise

(5)

In order to distinguish the end point of a trajectory from other
points, Ii, j (m, n) is set to 1 when the end point δi, j,Ni, j of the
trajectory is in Cm,n . Ii, j (m, n) is set to 0.5 for other points
in the trajectory.
The input image is fed into the CNN model which is
composed of groups of convolution layers and max-pooling
layers. A typical configuration of the CNN model is shown
in Table I. Specifically, the convolution layer L 1 convolves
the input image Ii, j to generate the multi-channel feature maps
(1)
FC×M×M (with C channels), each element of which is:
(1)
Fc,m,n

= σ(

k/2


k/2


θc,h,w · Ii, j (m +h, n +w)+bc ).

(6)

h=− k/2 w=− k/2

Here θc,h,w is the convolution parameter, bc is the bias parameter, k indicates the size of the sliding convolution window,
and σ (.) is the activation function, typically, a rectified linear
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TABLE II
M ETADATA AND E MBEDDING S IZE IN D IFFERENT D ATASETS

Fig. 3.

The architecture of the T-CONV model based on CNN.

activation ReLU: σ (x) = max(x, 0). The main contribution
of the convolution operations is to extract the local spatial
dependency among neighboring spatial points.
The following max-pooling layer L 2 in Fig. 3 down-samples
the input feature maps to generate high-level features in a
larger scale. It filters out the pixels with less activation values
(2)
to generate distilled feature maps FC×M/t ×M/t , each element
of which is:
(2)
Fc,m,n
=

max

0≤h,w≤t −1

(1)
Fc,m∗t
+h,n∗t +w

(7)

Here t indicates the window size of pooling.
The combination of the convolution and max-pooling operations can be applied to the feature maps multiple times to form
a hierarchical CNN, such as the layers L 1 ∼ L 4 in Fig. 3.
Higher-level features extract the patterns in larger scales,
which are calculated by combining lower-level features in
smaller scales. In this way, multi-scale patterns are embedded
into the output features of the CNN.
The output features of L 4 are then flattened into onedimensional vector S and fed to the fully connected neural
layer L 5 . Moreover, we also integrate with the metadata such
as time and taxi identity as shown in Table II to support precise
prediction. Following the similar preprocessing procedure as
[2], each metadata is mapped into a fixed-sized embedding
vector, which is initialized randomly and gets fine-tuned in the
neural network. All of the embedding vectors are concatenated
into a one-dimensional vector S as the input to layer L 5 . Each
output element of L 5 is calculated as follows:


Wi, j × S j +
Wi,k × Sk + bi )
(8)
ei = tanh(
j

k

Here Wi, j , Wi,k , and bi are the parameters of L 5 , which
need to be learnt.
In the final steps, similar to [2], we calculate the predicted
destination P as the weighted sum of the frequently visited
locations {ci }, which are achieved by performing the meanshift clustering algorithm on the destinations of historical
trajectories. As illustrated in Fig. 4, each cluster indicates
a semantic spatial segment with specific function in a city.
Predicting destinations based on these clustering points can
capture the motivation of passengers well and help understand

Fig. 4. Cluster centers of historical destinations in the T-drive Dataset [8].
The POI closest to each cluster center is painted as a colored dot, and the
color indicates the category of the POI.

the trend of each trajectory better. Specifically, the destination
P is calculated as follows:

ex p(ei )
.
(9)
ci × 
P=
j ex p(e j )
i

Here ci denotes a cluster center, and is represented by a vector
as: ci = lat (ci ), lon(ci ), where lat (ci ) is the latitude and
lon(ci ) is the longitude of the location. The weight on each
cluster center ci is determined by the softmax function of the
output elements {ei } of L 5 , and it indicates the probability of
ci to be the destination. The final output location P is also
presented as a vector: P = lat (P), lon(P).
On the other hand, when deploying the prediction algorithm
in real-world online systems, we may also output more than
one possible destinations to increase the hit rate of prediction.
To produce multiple predicted locations, we can simply output
the top k cluster centers with maximum probability, as follows:
ex p(et )
}}.
T op_k = {ci |i ∈ argmax_k { 
t
j ex p(e j )

(10)

Here the operation argmax_k returns the indexes of the top
k maximum elements in a collection. The set T op_k contains
the most possible destinations predicted by the model.
C. Visualization and Distillation of Patterns
In order to deeply understand the semantics of the features
captured by the CNN, we measure the relationship between
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Fig. 5. (a) The patterns captured in layer L 4 of T-CONV. The orientation
point of the trajectory is the ’A’ point and the end point is ’B’. (b) The pattern
captured in layer L 2 .

Fig. 7. The architecture of the local enhancement CNN. In this model,
the two local areas close to the start location ‘O’ and the end location ‘E’ are
convolved deeply.

Fig. 6.

The gradient distribution of different portions of a trajectory.

output features and input trajectory images via calculating the
following gradient:
g(k, c, m, n, x, y) =

(k)

∂ Fc,m,n
∂ I (x, y)

(11)

(k)
Here Fc,m,n
indicates an output feature of the layer L k
(1 ≤ k ≤ 4), and I (x, y) is a pixel of an input trajectory
image. The gradient indicates the contribution of the pixel
(k)
. By visualizing the gradient
I (x, y) on the feature Fc,m,n
distribution of all pixels in the image, we can observe what
(k)
patterns are captured by Fc,m,n from the raw input image.
This visualization method is similar to the Deconvolution
Network [24].
We validate this idea by training the model with the real
trajectory set from [1], and visualize the patterns captured by
the features in different layers of T-CONV. Fig. 5(a) shows
the patterns captured by the convolutional layer L 4 while
processing a typical trajectory. This pattern is achieved by
firstly selecting the largest output feature of L 4 , which has the
greatest impact on the prediction result, we then calculate the
gradients over each pixel by Eq. (11), and show the gradient
distribution on the map. In a similar way, as shown in Fig. 5(b),
we select the top 6 output features of layer L 2 and visualize
the patterns captured by them.
Fig. 5(b) shows that L 2 can capture the small-scale patterns which focus on detailed changing in small local areas.
Meanwhile, Fig. 5(a) shows that the higher layer L 4 can
combine lower-level small-scale patterns into effective patterns
in a larger scale. Furthermore, the red and thick areas in Fig. 5
correspond to bigger gradients and indicate important portions

in the patterns. From Fig. 5(a), it is interesting to find that the
trained T-CONV model can “recognize” the local areas close
to the start point and end point of a trajectory, both of which
contribute much more to destination prediction. Intuitively,
the end part of a trajectory is important because it is the
closest to the destination, and it reveals the latest trend of
the trajectory. Meanwhile, the start portion of a trajectory is
also important, as it indicates where passengers come from
and represents some inner motivation of the trip.
To further verify the uneven contribution of different portions in a trajectory, we randomly select 1,000 trajectories from
the Porto dataset [1] and calculate the gradient distribution
of different portions in a trajectory as shown in Fig. 6. The
distribution is achieved by calculating the gradient of the
largest feature in L 4 over each pixel of an input trajectory
image, and making statistics of the gradients in different
portions of a trajectory. It shows clearly that the first 10%
and last 10% portions of a trajectory have great impact
on destination prediction. This observation motivates us to
design better prediction models by further exploring these two
important local areas.
D. Local Enhancement CNN for Prediction
Based on the above-mentioned finding that the local portions
near the start and end of a trajectory play more significant roles
to destination prediction, we can convolve these local areas
deeply besides deploying convolution over the global image.
This is consistent with the attention mechanism adopted by the
recently proposed deep models [21] [25], which focuses on
small portions of input rather than the whole picture for better
pattern recognition. Fig. 7 shows this model architecture which
focuses on the two local areas centered at the start (denoted
as Z (0) ), and the end (denoted as Z (1) ), of an input trajectory.
These two areas are named as the Local Enhancement Areas
(LEAs for short) subsequently. Each LEA Z (i) (i = 0, 1) is
then divided into an M ∗ M grid and recorded as two M ∗ M
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Fig. 8.

The architecture of the multi-scope local enhancement CNN.

trajectory images: latitude image Ia(i) and longitude image

Io(i) , which record the precise latitudes and longitudes of the
points in the sub-trajectory belonging to the LEA. Specifically,
given the LEA Z (i) which contains the sub-trajectory ζ =<
(i)
δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δn >, the pixel values of Ia are assigned as:

Nor m((Cm,n )) if ∃δk (δk  Cm,n )
(i)
Ia (m, n) =
(12)
0
otherwise
The pixel values of

Io(i) (m, n) =

Io(i)

Iˆa(i) =

are assigned as:

Nor m(ϒ(Cm,n )) if ∃δk (δk  Cm,n )
0
otherwise

number of different scope levels defined in the model. Each
LEA Z (i,k) is further encoded into an M ∗ M(M > 1) latitude
(i,k)
(i,k)
image Ia
and an M ∗ M longitude image Io
following
the similar assignments as in Eq. (12) and (13).
We then combine the multi-scope latitude images {Ia(i,k) |0 ≤
(i,k)
i ≤ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K } and longitude images {Io |0 ≤ i ≤
1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K } in the form of weighted sum, i.e.:
K


Ia(i,k) W i,k

k=1

(13)

Here (Cm,n ) means the latitude of the center of the cell Cm,n ,
while ϒ(Cm,n ) means the longitude of the same position.
Nor m(.) denotes the normalization function to transform its
input into the range [-1,1]. After the processing, totally four
images are obtained, which are stacked together and fed into
the CNN of Fig. 3.
The local enhancement convolution on the LEAs may benefit
efficient extraction of important local patterns for prediction.
Furthermore, by only focusing on small portions of each
trajectory, the overlapping degree of the input latitude images
and longitude images among different trajectories is much
higher than that of original complete trajectory images. This
can help overcome the sparsity problem of trajectories [4].
E. Multi-Scope Local-Enhancement CNN for Prediction
Based on the above analysis, we adopt an attention based
multi-scope model to integrate with the LEAs of different
scopes. The distribution of attention on different scopes is
calculated according to the local spatial context information
of traffic flows. As shown in Fig. 8, by tuning the width and
height of LEAs, we can achieve the LEAs {Z (i,k) |0 ≤ i ≤ 1,
1 ≤ k ≤ K } covering different scopes of an input trajectory.
Here i = 0 corresponds to the LEA centered at the start point
of the trajectory, while i = 1 indicates the one centered at the
end point. k indicates the scope level of the area, and Z (i,k)
means the LEA with the size of γ ∗ 2k−1 (1 ≤ k ≤ K ), where
γ is a constant for the smallest scope and K indicates the

Iˆo(i) =

K


Io(i,k) W i,k

(14)

k=1

where W i,k indicates the attention weight which is calculated
according to the spatial context of traffic flows around the
LEAs, as follows. Firstly, we divide the LEA Z (i,K ) (i = 0, 1)
(i)
into an M ∗ M(M > 1) grid, and achieve the matrix D M×M
storing the density distribution of traffic flows in the LEA.
Each element in the matrix is calculated as:
# Pm,n
(i)
=
(0 ≤ m, n < M)
(15)
Dm,n
# Pt ot al
Here # Pm,n indicates the number of GPS points of historical
trajectories falling in the cell (m, n) of the grid. # Pt ot al denotes
the total number of GPS points of historical trajectories in the
(i)
grid. D M×M is then flattened into a one-dimensional vector
(i)
v , and processed by a fully connected (FC) layer, each
output element of which is calculated as follows:

(16)
f i,k = sigmoi d(
Ŵi, j,k v (i)
j + b̂i,k )
j

Here Ŵi, j,k and b̂i,k are parameters to be learnt. The elements
{ f i,k } are fed into a softmax layer to achieve the normalized
weights, as follows:
ex p( f i,k )
W i,k = 
j ex p( f i, j )

(17)

After substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (14), we can achieve
the trajectory images { Iˆa(i) |0 ≤ i ≤ 1} and { Iˆo(i) |0 ≤ i ≤ 1}
which integrate the latitude images and longitude images from
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multi-scope LEAs. All of the images are stacked together and
fed into the CNN of Fig. 3 for final prediction.
In the above trajectory processing procedure, the multiscope LEAs extract local trajectory patterns with different
scopes, and perform optimized integration based on the local
context of traffic flows. The subsequent multi-layer convolutional neural network further extracts multi-scale features to
reveal the trajectory patterns under different granularity. The
combination of multi-scope and multi-scale operations aims to
facilitate better understanding of the trajectory patterns with
different spatial scopes and scales.
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TABLE III
T HE PARAMETERS U SED IN THE T-CONV M ODELS

V. E VALUATION
In this section, we conduct experiments to validate the
effectiveness of the T-CONV approach, and compare it with
state-of-the-art algorithms.
TABLE IV

A. Experiment Setup
We use on two real datasets to test performance:
• Porto Dataset. This dataset is from the ECML-PKDD
competition [1]. It is collected from 442 taxis running
in the city of Porto for a year (from 2013-07-01 to
2014-06-30), and has totally 1.7 million complete trajectories. In order to validate the prediction accuracy,
we use the same testing dataset as in [2], which contains
19,770 incomplete trajectories randomly selected from
the original dataset. The remaining trajectories are used
for training.
• T-drive Dataset. This dataset is shared from the T-drive
project [8] [26], which contains 20 million GPS data
points from 10,357 taxis running in the city of Beijing.
Following the instruction of [3], we randomly pick out
1,000 trajectories from this dataset for testing and use the
remaining ones for training.
Three variants of the T-CONV model are devised and
tested in the experiments: the T-CONV-Basic model which
is the simple CNN model presented in Section IV.B, the
T-CONV-LE models which means the local enhancement CNN
model with fixed scope mentioned in Section IV.D, and the
T-CONV-LE-MUL models which indicates the multi-scope
local enhancement CNN model mentioned in Section IV.E.
The main parameters of these T-CONV models and their
default values are listed in Table III. Unless otherwise noted,
the following experiments are based on the default configurations. We implement the models with Keras and use the Adam
Optimizer with the default configuration, where the learning
rate is initialized as 0.001. The batch size is set as 5000, and
a total of 6 epochs are run for training. The source code of
the models are available on Github (https://github.com/so-link/
T-CONV).
We mainly compare these T-CONV models with the neural
networks based models [2] which won the champion of the
ECML-PKDD competition [1]. Furthermore, we also compare
T-CONV with the traditional Markov model based algorithm,
subsyn [3], in the T-drive dataset. Such algorithms treat
trajectories as one-dimensional sequences and process them

T HE E VALUATION E RROR OF M ODELS IN D IFFERENT D ATASETS

in a single scale. Moreover, as the outer product of onedimensional sequences is usually adopted to model the interaction of multi-view information, we also compare T-CONV
with this kind of enhanced model which makes better use of
original one-dimensional information. These baseline models
are listed in Table IV:
• MLP [2]: This is a simple multi-layer perceptron model.
Its input includes the latitudes and longitudes of the first
and last 5 points of an processed trajectory.
• MLP-Outer: This is a variation model of the above MLP
model. Its input is divided into the latitude sequence
which contains the latitudes of the trajectory points, and
the longitude sequence which contains the longitudes of
the points. The outer product of the latitude sequence
and longitude sequence is flattened into one-dimensional
vector and input into the multi-layer perceptron model as
the above MLP model does.
• Bidirectional RNN [2]: This is a bidirectional recurrent
neural network which treats a trajectory as a sequence,
and each point in the trajectory forms a state of RNN.
• Bidirectional RNN with window [2]: It is a variant of the
above Bidirectional RNN model, which uses a sliding
window of 5 successive GPS points as a transition state.
• Memory network [2]: This ia another variant of the above
RNN model which encodes trajectories into vectors with
fixed length, and compares the similarity between input
trajectories and historical trajectories in this vector space.
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•

Subsyn [3]: This algorithm decomposes historical trajectories into sub-trajectories to address the sparsity problem, and adopts the first-order Markov model to calculate
the probability of each predicted destination.
All of above models except Subsyn take the same way
to process the metadata as shown in Table II. On the other
hand, Subsyn as shown in its original paper [3] only considers
trajectory data, regardless of time and other metadata.
The evaluation metric to measure these models is the
Haversine distance between the predicted location P and the
ground truth destination P. The distance is defined as:
d(P, P) = 2 · r · arctan(

a
)
1−a

TABLE V
T HE E VALUATION E RROR OF I MAGE -BASED T RAJECTORY M ODELS IN THE
P ORTO D ATASET

(18)

where
lat (P) − lat ( P)
) + cos(lat (P)) cos(lat ( P))
2
lon(P) − lon( P)
∗ sin2 (
)
(19)
2
Here r is the radius of the earth, lat (.) indicates the latitude
of a location and lon(.) is the longitude.
a = sin 2 (

Fig. 9. The prediction error given different completeness ratio of trajectories
(a) in the Porto dataset, and (b) in the T-drive dataset.

B. Precision of Prediction
Table IV shows the prediction errors of the T-CONV and
other baseline models (as reported in their original papers).
All deep neural network based models perform much better
than the traditional Markov model Subsyn [3] in the T-drive
dataset. This can be attributed to the more powerful feature
extraction ability of deep models compared with the traditional
artificial feature based models. Among the neural network
based models in Table IV, T-CONV models are much better
than the MLP model [2] which shares similar output layers as
T-CONV but simply takes the single-scale sequence of points
as input. The superior performance of T-CONV demonstrates
the effectiveness of multi-scale patterns extracted by the
multi-layer convolutional neural networks in T-CONV. The
MLP-Outer model, which takes the outer product of onedimensional sequences as input, is better than the original
MLP model in the Porto dataset, but it is still inferior to our
T-CONV-LE-MUL model. In addition, the T-CONV models are
also better than the Bidirectional RNN model and Memory
network which are also based on one spatial scale.
When looking into the three T-CONV models, T-CONV-LE
is better than T-CONV-Basic, which shows that the multi-scale
convolution on important local areas can enhance the ability
of CNN to capture important patterns. T-CONV-LE-MUL
performs even better, which is due to its multi-scope architecture integrated with the LEAs of different scopes.
We also compare the T-CONV models with the latest image
based trajectory model [19]. We test the models on the Porto
dataset with the same testing configuration as [19], which
randomly extract 80% trajectories as the training dataset, and
the remaining 20% as testing dataset. The experimental results
are summarized in Table V, which shows that the attention
based multi-scope model T-CONV-LE-MUL can achieve much
better performance than the other CNN models based on global
trajectory images.

Fig. 10. The performance of the T-CONV-LE-MUL model to predict the
trajectories with the same start point S and current point C in the Porto dataset.
(a) The average prediction error. (b) The variance of predicted locations and
ground-truth destinations.

To further validate how the distance-to-destination affects
prediction precision, we also test the performance of the models to process the trajectories with different completeness ratios
in Fig. 9. The completeness ratio indicates the percentage
of trip completed of a running taxi. Fig. 9 shows that the
prediction error of the T-CONV models drops much faster
than the others when the completeness ratio is increased.
Specifically, for the trajectories in the Porto dataset, when
the completeness ratio reaches to 90%, the average error of
T-CONV-LE-MUL is close to 500 meters. T-CONV-LE-MUL
performs the best in all cases, which again confirms the
effectiveness of the multi-scale and multi-scope mechanisms.
Moreover, in order to show clearly how the local regions
including the start and current points of a trajectory affect the
performance of T-CONV-LE-MUL, we group the trajectories
into subsets according to their starting point S and current
point C, and observe predicted locations in each subset. Firstly,
we test the average prediction error in each subset, and shows
in Fig. 10(a) the relationship between the prediction error and
the distance from S to C. It shows that the prediction is more
precise as a taxi goes farther from its start point, as more
spatial information is observed to support accurate estimation about its final destination. Secondly, we also compare
the variance of predicted locations and that of ground-truth
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Fig. 11.

The relationship between k and the prediction error.
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Fig. 13. The time cost of different T-CONV models. (a) Training time.
(b) Testing time to predict one trajectory.
TABLE VI
C OMPARISON OF T-CONV-LE-Mul AND T-CONV-Basic U NDER
S IMILAR R ESOLUTION IN THE P ROTO D ATASET

Fig. 12. A test case of the destination prediction in the Porto dataset, where
the top 5 predicted destinations together with the ground-truth destination are
illustrated.

destinations in each subset as shown in Fig. 10(b). It shows
that the variance of the predicted locations are far from that of
ground-truth destinations when C is closer to S. In this case,
the observed trajectories are too short and the variation of
possible destinations is large, so it is hard to perform precise
prediction only based on such limited information. As the
distance from C to S is increased, the variance of predicted
locations becomes closer to that of ground-truth destinations,
and both of them are decreased accordingly.
On the other hand, as Eq. (10) shows, the T-CONV models
can output top k most possible destinations. Fig. 11 shows
the relationship between k and the prediction error, which
measures the smallest distance from all these k predicted
locations to the ground-truth destination. Larger k can reduce
the prediction error obviously according to Fig. 11. When
deploying T-CONV in real-world online systems, we can use
all top k predicted destinations for location based service
recommendation, where k can be configured according to the
tradeoff between the hit rate of prediction and the number
of recommended services. Fig. 12 shows a typical test case
intuitively in the Porto dataset, where all of the top 5 predicted
destinations are around the ground-truth destination.
C. Time Efficiency
we test the training time and testing time of different models
to perform prediction, as shown in Fig. 13. All algorithms are

run on the same server which is equipped with 3.50GHz Intel
Xeon E5-1650 v3 CPU, 128G memory and GTX TITAN X
GPU. The results show that the T-CONV models take hours to
learn the spatial patterns of millions of historical trajectories
by one server with a single GPU, which can be finished in an
offline learning manner and also can be further accelerated by
applying parallel architecture with multiple GPUs. The results
also show that T-CONV models can all finish one prediction
within 1 ms, hence are quite competent for real-time prediction
in real online systems.
Furthermore, the parameter M, which indicates the size of
the grid partitioning input images, determine the complexity of
T-CONV models. Higher M can improve resolution of input,
while increasing complexity of models. In the global model
T-CONV-Basic, the full map is used as input, while in the
local model T-CONV-LE-MUL, only the local regions close
to the start and current points of a trajectory are input. Thus
with the same value of M, the local model may focus on
some important local regions and process the input image with
much higher resolution than the global model, while keeping
the complexity of models almost unchanged. The strength of
T-CONV-LE-Mul is further analyzed in Table VI. To achieve
the similar resolution as the local model T-CONV-LE-Mul
where M set as 30 in the Porto dataset, the global model
T-CONV-Basic needs to configure M as 320. In this case,
the time cost of the global model is about 170 times higher
than the local model.
D. Sensibility of Parameters
In this section, we test how the change of parameters in
T-CONV-LE-MUL affects its performance. We focus on three
parameters listed in Table III: M, γ and K , which are related to
the spatial scale and scope of trajectory processing. We test the
performance of T-CONV-LE-MUL with different combinations
of various γ ,M and K . Fig. 14, Fig. 15, and Fig. 16 show how
the prediction error decreases during the training stage.
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Fig. 14. The prediction error of the T-CONV-LE-MUL model with different
γ , which is the width of each cell. (a) The results in the Porto dataset.
(b) The results in the T-drive dataset.

a larger K may lead to more and larger receptive LEAs
used in the model. Fig. 16(a) shows the result in the Porto
dataset, which indicates that the configuration with 3 scopes
outperforms the others. On the other hand, Fig. 16(b) shows
the result in the T-drive dataset, where the 4-scope model
is better than the others. Therefore different datasets seem
to prefer different configurations of the scope levels. This is
reasonable since the optimal number of scope levels (K ) can
be much related to the size of the city map. A larger map
requires relatively bigger scope of LEA to extract the trend
of trajectories in a global view. In the case of T-drive, since
Beijing is much bigger than Porto, a larger K is preferred in
the T-drive dataset than that in the Porto dataset.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 15. The prediction error given different M, which is the number of the
rows in the grid. (a) The results in the Porto dataset. (b) The results in the
T-drive dataset.

Fig. 16. The performance of the multi-scope local enhancement CNN models
and K indicates the number of the scopes in (a) the Porto dataset, and
(b) the T-drive dataset.

Specifically, Fig. 14 shows the performance of the models
with different γ which is the size of the smallest LEA, while
keeping other parameters unchanged. The experimental results
over both the Porto and T-drive datasets show that with
diffent γ , the performance is quite close and steady. This
“robustness” of the model is most likely promoted by its multiscope architecture, in which multiple LEAs with the size of
γ ∗ 2k−1 (1 ≤ k ≤ K ) are integrated. Although slight change
of γ can affect the scope of the minimum LEA, it has only a
weak influence on the multi-scope pattern extraction.
Next, Fig. 15 shows the performance of the models with
different M which indicates the number of the rows of the
grid covering each LEA, while keeping other parameters
unchanged. Different M corresponds to different scales of
grid used to process each LEA. Fig. 15 indicates that the
performance of T-CONV-LE-MUL is not sensitive to the slight
change of M. The reason may be due to the multi-layer CNN
which is able to extract multi-scale patterns, hence is robust
to the change of the scale of original trajectory images.
We also conduct the experiments to test how K , the number
of scopes, may affect the performance. Given the same γ ,

In this paper, we have presented T-CONV as a convolutional
neural network based approach, to predict the destinations
of taxi trajectories. Different from traditional research works
which process trajectories as one-dimensional sequences in a
single scale, T-CONV treats trajectories as two-dimensional
images and combines multi-scale trajectory patterns through
multi-layer convolution operations. Inspired by the observation
that different portions of a trajectory have significantly different contribution to the final prediction, a local enhancement
model called T-CONV-LE is next presented to efficiently
extract the patterns of important local areas in a trajectory.
Finally, the T-CONV-LE model is further extended to
T-CONV-LE-MUL with an attention based multi-scope architecture, which has multiple enhancement areas with various
scopes. Experiments show that T-CONV-LE-MUL can achieve
better prediction accuracy than state-of-the-art algorithms.
In our future work, we plan to improve the prediction
precison by considering more multi-modal information such as
real-time road traffic, road structures, driving habits of drivers,
etc. We also plan to extend this multi-scale and multi-scope
deep model to predict the driving route of vehicles to support
intelligent traffic scheduling.
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